
 
 

 

Celeste 
 

RATIONALE FOR THIS LESSON: Why are you teaching this lesson?  
 

The students have just finished taking their English and Math Regents exams, among other final 
assessment during Regents Week. A large portion of students did not pass these exams. Some of them on 
their 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or even 4th attempt. As a school dedicated to English Language Learners, students will 
often pass after multiple attempts. Celeste is a game about overcoming adversity, and more specifically, 
depression. This lesson will be a fun, novel way to show students how success does not come easy and 
will often take multiple attempts.  
 

 
 

CONTENT AIM (content) 
 

 
● How can we overcome adversity in our lives? 

 
WHAT QUESTIONS will 
SUPPORT THE AIM and 
DEEP, COMPLEX 
THINKING  

 
● What is a video game? 
● What can video games teach us? 

 
LESSON OBJECTIVES 
 

Students will: 
 

● Discuss the various obstacles in the way of a goal that they have. 
● Offer advice to other students in the room about how to overcome these 

challenges.  
● Play through the tutorial and 1st level of Celeste.  

 
 

LANGUAGE AIM  
(reading, writing, speaking 
and writing) 
 

 
● Listen to other students in a circle conversation.  
● Speak to other students in a circle conversation.  
● Read the dialogue in Celeste.  

 
 

STUDENT WORK as EVIDENCE OF LEARNING and TOOL for Future Learning and Project Completion 
 

● Students will complete attached Graphic Organizer.  
 

 
TEXTS TO BE USED 
 

 
● Celeste 

○ Available on (Nintendo Switch, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, 
Microsoft Windows, Linux, Macintosh operating systems) 

MATERIALS NEEDED 
 

 
● TV or anything else that can project a video game.  
● Graphic Organizer. 
● Accompanying presentation 
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LESSON PLAN 
DO NOW: (5 min)  
The HOOK! 
 

 
● How was regents week?  

○ (This lesson does not need to happen after Regents week. It can 
take place after anything difficult the students have faced).  

● Have a short 2-3 min conversation about the student responses.  
 

MODEL/SET THE 
CONTEXT/ACTIVATE 
AND ASSESS PRIOR 
KNOWLEDGE (5 min) 
 

 
● Use the accompanying presentation to transition to talking about video 

games. Talk about how in video games it is very common to have more 
than 1 life (I use Mario as an example) and that it is okay to die, or fail, 
because you are provided with many more opportunities to accomplish a 
task.  

● In Mario, the story is almost always to save Princess Peach from Bowser.  
 

CHECK FOR 
UNDERSTANDING #1 
How will you assess or gauge 
if students are making 
progress towards the lesson 
objectives?  

 
● Check that everyone in class understands the basic concept of “extra 

lives” in video games. Ask individually, or as a class, or in whichever 
way your class typically responds to you.  

PRACTICE TASK (30 min)  
(Independent, Pair and/or 
small group task)  
What activities are planned 
that align to the lesson 
objectives?  

 
● Transition from a general explanation of video games into a conversation 

about Celeste. Use the presentation. 
○ “In this game, you play as a girl named Madeline. She has 

decided that she want to climb to the top of Celeste Mountain. 
This is however, no easy task. There will be many obstacles, both 
physical and mental in her way. It is your job to learn from your 
past mistakes to get Madeline to the top.”  

● It is okay to spoil some of the game as you will most probably not play 
through the entire game with your students. In this lesson we will only be 
playing through the tutorial and the 1st level.  

● Explain how we do not really know exactly why Madeline is attempting 
to climb Celeste Mountain, but that she is there to prove to herself that 
she is capable of doing so.  

● It is okay to explain that Medeline suffers from depression and that 
climbing this mountain is a metaphor for her overcoming her own 
depression and anxiety.  

● Have a volunteer from the class come play the tutorial and 1st level.  
○ Preferably someone with a background playing games because 

this is a hard game. 
○ Later on, give all the other students a chance to play, but for the 

context of this lesson, there will not be enough time to let 
everyone play.  

● Have students take notes in the graphic organizer about what transpires 
over the course of the tutorial and 1st level.  

● Have a student read each line of dialogue out loud.  
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● For the purpose of this lesson, it would be better to try and ignore the 

collectable strawberries throughout the level due to time constraints, and 
that they are not necessary to complete the level.  

● Have fun 
CHECK FOR 
UNDERSTANDING #2 
How will you assess or gauge 
if students are making 
progress towards the lesson 
objectives?  

 
● Circulate as students watch and make sure that they understand what is 

going on in the game.  
● Help guide the student playing, if necessary. Remember that this is a hard 

game. Also remember that there is an accessibility mode which can be 
used if necessary. We need to differentiate for our students.  
 

WRAP-UP AND FINAL 
ASSESSMENT #3 (5-10 
min) 
How are students returning to 
the lesson objective?  How 
are students self-assessing or 
engaging in peer assessment 
of each other’s progress 
towards outcome mastery?  
 

  
● After the levels are finished, have students answer the questions on the 

handout.  
○ Death Count? 
○ Did your classmate get frustrated at all? Why? 
○ What was your classmates reaction when they finally finished? 
○ Does Madeline’s experiences relate to any aspect of your life? 

Which? 
○ Can you see yourself playing through the whole game in your 

freetime? 
○ Do you think this was a useful lesson? Why? 

● Answer the final question together as a class. 
○ How can we overcome adversity in our lives? What is the game 

trying to teach us? 
 

DIFFERENTIATION/MUL
TIPLE POINTS OF 
ENTRY  
 What are the learning styles 
of your students?  How can 
you support and extend 
learning for students? (see 
resources below)  

 
● A student volunteer will be the one to play through for this lesson so as 

not to intimidate students not familiar with playing video games.  
● Utilize “Accessibility Mode” if necessary.  

HOMEWORK (if 
applicable)  
 

 
● Buy and play the game in full if you can! 

Common Core Standards CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.2 
Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 
 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.1 
Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and 
collaborations with diverse partners, building on others' ideas and 
expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 
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http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/CCRA/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/CCRA/SL/1/


 
Name:__________________________________ 
 

Aim: How can we overcome adversity in our lives? 
 

Directions: Watch your classmate play through level 1 of Celeste and answer the following questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1) Death Count:_________________________ 
 
2) Did your classmate get frustrated at all? Why?__________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3) What was your classmate’s reaction when they finally finished?____________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4) Does Madeline’s experiences relate to any aspect of your life? Which?_______________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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5) Can you see yourself playing through the whole game in your freetime?______________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6) Do you think this was a useful lesson? Why?___________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Aim: How can we overcome adversity in our lives? What is the game trying to teach us? 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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